of this idea. In personal correspondence with Williams, he recalled the idea that "you should never just raise awareness and explore issues without a plan to take positive action" was an idea that was central to the approach of the Institute for Humane Education, and its founder Zoe Weil.
10 Students themselves are an excellent source of such actionable issues. Some that I have seen in the prison context: a Spanish translation of the student manual that came out of a linguistics class; a biology class that produced a field guide to the flora and fauna of a prison; course on theories of education in which the final student projects involved trying different styles of content presentation.
11 There are powerful examples of how incarcerated people have helped generate educational programs where otherwise there would be none (Boudin 1993; Kilgore 2011). 12 Angela Davis (2003) and Critical Resistance have spent decades demonstrating the new horizons of thought that become possible with an abolitionist imagination.
"I don't think we were glorifying here. We have to have a sense of humor about what we're going through or we won't get through this. We have to see the funny parts. Sometimes that's even better than focusing on the bad all the time."
SpeakOut writer, residential teen workshop "I just went to go that one day but then we got the pens, paper, and folder. That is like gold in here. It's like coffee and lotion. . . . Girls would kill in here for that stuff. Just kidding. But if one girl loses her pen, we all know which one is ours-even though they are all the same."
SpeakOut writer, women's jail workshop A s these two writers illustrate, the regulatory mandates of carceral spaces often mediate the possibility of situating literacy as activism. Writing topics are filtered. Common writing tools are strictly controlled. This essay will highlight our work as facilitators of SpeakOut writing workshops, a community literacy project that seeks, first, to provide a safe and encouraging space for confined writers to understand their relationship to the larger world and, second, to increase public awareness on issues of incarceration and social justice through publication.
1 As teachers in carceral institutions, we have found that our goal to promote literacy as an active and critical response to confinement is sometimes challenged by institu-tional regulations and material constraints. This essay will trouble our aim to enact feminist and queer pedagogy by examining how our workshop practices might contribute to reifying dominant power structures rather than challenging them. Our reflections on workshop facilitation in the women's jail (Tobi since 2005) and residential youth treatment facility (Stephanie since 2010) demonstrate that institutional partners mediate curricular plans, affect interactions with writers and interrupt the agency that writers might otherwise develop and contribute to an abolitionist campaign for social justice. As our conclusion suggests, such challenges demand tactical revision of practice if we are to realize our pedagogical and political vision for literacy activism behind bars.
The SpeakOut writing workshops are a series of creative and critical educational experiences for youth and adult writers confined to correctional and rehabilitation centers in Fort Collins, Colorado. The purpose is to inspire creative expression, dynamic interaction between writers, and collaborative space for understanding and negotiating difficult circumstances.
2 The program is sponsored by the Community Literacy Center at Colorado State University; faculty, student interns, and volunteers facilitate weekly writing workshops and collaboratively develop the SpeakOut journal twice annually. Writers are also invited to participate in SpeakOut 2.0, a dynamic web space for feedback and publication. Although the program is offered to boys and men as well, we will focus our attention here on a women's group at the local jail and a teen girls' group at a residential youth and family rehabilitation center. While workshop design is nuanced to meet the needs of the adult or teen writers, there are some common practices that cut across the contexts we serve. The 60-90 minute workshops have space for up to twenty writers who elect (sometimes with staff recommendation and encouragement) to attend one or more sessions. Each workshop opens with a brief orientation for newcomers and an invitation for writers to share work composed since the last meeting. After collective feedback is offered, we move into the day's writing, often organized by topic (e.g. women's bodies) or by form (e.g. memoir or found poetry) based upon the interests that writers have articulated. The workshops focus on creating space for communities of writers to foster the penning of traditionally marginalized stories, countering school-based definitions of correct writing, and challenging mainstream publication practices by producing and disseminating the SpeakOut journal. To achieve these programmatic goals, facilitators introduce a wide range of published pieces and writing styles, discuss the multiple purposes and audiences for writing, and anticipate how writers' work will be received. They also implement workshop practices such as peer review and short writing exercises in order to engage writers in complex (and enjoyable) writing processes, including revision with publication in mind. Workshop design and facilitation practice emphasizes the importance of educational program goals that move beyond an aim of individual reform and rehabilitation-and toward a tactical (and revolutionary) approach to literacy-as-activism.
To promote literacy-as-activism, we ground the workshops in feminist and queer critical pedagogies. For example, although we avoid the language of school (e.g. "syllabus" or "class") to work toward shared ownership of our time together, we do provide newcomers with a factsheet that overviews program philosophy and invites discussion of group ground rules. Such applications of feminist and queer critical pedagogies highlight issues of agency, strategic interruption, and binary thinking as a way to challenge power structures of gender and sexuality. In carceral spaces, writing groups like the SpeakOut workshop series works to embody the ethic of a feminist community literacy, understanding agency, as Nedra Reynolds does, as moving beyond voice by "intervening in discourses of the everyday and cultivating rhetorical tactics that make interruption and resistance an important part of any conversation" (59). Queer and feminist critical pedagogies behind bars can be a radical "interruptive" response to ideological pressure, encouraging writers to productively trouble the narratives in which they are cast in particular ways. Jonathan Alexander and David Wallace suggest queer pedagogy, "might create a new critical foothold for [composition teachers] in providing sustained reflection on the ideologically driven narratives-many heteronormative and hetero-normalizing-that condition so much of our experience" (311). This attention to deconstructing sexual and gender binaries can lead to broader critique of power structures. As writing scholar Gail Hawisher argues, feminist approaches can "provoke in students through reading, thinking, writing, and talk a sense of agency, a sense of possibility . . . [probing] the dominant discourses of sexism, gender preference, and . . . racism and classism" (xvii). While these scholars examine pedagogical classroom impact, the practices themselves become more complicated in institutions whose missions depend on binary relationships of power and control, a division between therapists and residents, staff and incarcerated people. We recognize the complications that confinement can result in: the institutional forces that limit enactments of critical pedagogy that might work well on the outside, the dual and perhaps counterproductive subject positions we must simultaneously occupy as literacy teachers behind bars. At times our impulse to avoid damaging community partnerships has led to teaching that inadvertently enforces the ideological control rather than challenging it, and acting in compliance results in limited writers' agency and critical engagement. The remainder of our discussion will offer a reading of some problematic moments that demand we retool our use of queer and feminist pedagogical tactics for navigating work within confined spaces. We explore how these moments suggest that pedagogy alone-even radical pedagogies designed to spark critical thinking and challenge hierarchy and inequity-are not always enough to forward abolitionist goals within carceral spaces. Rather, we suggest a more nuanced reading of how queer/feminist pedagogy might inspire the development of more radical tactics for change.
Restricting Representational Frames
Working with confined writers through sanctioned volunteer programs has resulted in restrictions on writer's representation of their experiences and, as a result, upon the ways that facilitators are able to respond to oral and written narratives. In the youth facility, residents are coached to avoid "war storying," comparing past experiences and drug use with an element of one-upmanship. This is partially to avoid triggering other residents, but it is also meant to shape the way the person in recovery thinks about her past experiences. Along these lines is the rule that they should avoid glorifying their experiences, and instead reflect on them. Based on these regulations, the institution places sanctions on how the writers relay their experiences, which detracts from the writers' agency. As facilitators, we attempt to promote agency and critical social consciousness by valuing how writers tell their stories, but then are asked to tell the writers when something is wrong if their stories violate institutional expectations.
The story of a teen writer we will call "LL" exemplifies this problem. LL often clashed with the institution's staff, sometimes over how she framed and positioned herself in narratives. Much of her writing centered around memories of drug use with specific friends. In her writing she often wondered why she ended up in the court system when her friends were using drugs too. Once LL gave us a disparaging poem about one of her teachers at the school connected with the facility, making remarks about the teacher's age and appearance and calling the teacher out for discouraging her. Writers at the jail initiate similar narratives intended to call out women with whom they have a dispute or to disparage officers or staff when challenging situations arise or the deployment of power becoming overwhelming. These might take the form of a rant against a particular correctional officer (such as one who writes up a writer for possessing too many sheets of paper) or poem critiquing a peer (e.g. failure to participate in cell clean-up or spreading gossip).
As facilitators, we are often torn about how to respond when maintaining our critical goal puts us at odds with the regulations imposed by our community partnerships. Past SpeakOut facilitators have been chastised for responding positively to work that contained gang references or disparaging remarks about staff, and this history informed how feedback to LL's work was framed. The staff members had taken particular issue with LL's writing that wondered why she ended up in a rehabilitation facility when her friends had not, telling us that LL had "difficulty accepting the consequences of her actions." Most of our feedback on LL's writing validated the cathartic effects of "venting" and then explained why the pieces could not be published based on institutional restrictions. This response was mostly based on staff comments. While it is not fully clear how this feedback affected LL, the institutionallydriven response functions as a silencing that might perpetuate the institutional trauma LL has already experienced, what Kirk Branch has called "an invisible but operative aspect of social and educational policy": absence itself as literacy sponsor (71). Perpetuating such absences by navigating the dual pressures of responsibility to writers and institutions can diminish the possibility of critical pedagogy. An ineffective response to LL creates a rupture in the community SpeakOut seeks to foster-and for some writers, interrupts the possibility for literacy to function as a viable tool for understanding their life experiences (past and future). This experience suggests the need for a hybrid feminist/queer pedagogical approach to response so that writing workshop facilitators can effectively work toward social justice.
Acknowledging Curricular Complicity and Regulation
Work inside also has larger implications for the curricular design of the SpeakOut program, including the writing exercises we prepare. While our critical pedagogical training encourages us to consider a diverse range of approaches for fostering critical individual and collective consciousness, at times the weight of institutional discourse and regulation results in self-censorship. We are particularly troubled by this reality since incarcerated people are among those we most hope to engage in a shared movement toward change through critical discourse.
For example, one activity at the rehabilitation facility grounded in feminist pedagogy involved bringing in printouts of sexist print ads, including some that were vintage (from the 1950s-70s) and others that were contemporary. The goal was to discuss and respond to the ads' portrayal of women in heteronormative relationships. Most portrayed men as powerful and women as vulnerable. For example, an ad for Skyy Vodka shows a woman lying on the ground in a bikini, straddled by a man in a suit. A Dolce and Gabbana ad shows a woman pinned to the ground by a man surrounded by other men. The aim was to introduce media criticism and queer heteronormativity and sexism in our culture. The ad that received the strongest response from the writers was the Skyy Vodka ad, which some of the writers described as "sexy" and "hot." Others expressed their own sexual frustration, which immediately elicited a staff response and subsequent redirection by facilitators to avoid institutional backlash. In this case, the ability to engage in nuanced feminist critique was itself interrupted by both staff intervention that shifted the ways that writers could experience and reflect upon sexual freedom. In subsequent sessions, we selected images more cautiously to avoid staff attention and disapproval (staff had taken the Skyy ad away from a writer who had taped it to her wall). family and love and parent and teacher, questions the nuclear family, creates new metaphors for teaching," and through this, he argues, creates a dissonance that can lead to change (29). By allowing institutional regulation to silence embodied writing in carceral settings, we not only ignore a potentially critical tool, but also reinforce the binary between mind and body and risk erasing queer and female bodies from our writing groups. The avoidance of potentially controversial topics demonstrates how carceral institutions have leveraged power to mediate when and which content areas prisoners/residents may access so completely that even something as seemingly banal as a discussion of an ad for women's apparel might be abandoned to avoid calling unnecessary attention to the program and writers.
Conflicting Motives: Facilitators as Sponsor of Justice or Compliance
We have also been inspired to think more deeply about our subject positioning within community partner institutions. Although we share a commitment to the writers we work with, institutional and facilitator motives for such work often emerge from different disciplinary and even ideological positions. Facilitators are not social workers, corrections guards, substance abuse counselors, or parole officers. We are not in the business of addictions recovery, public safety, family reunification, or even conventional education, though our efforts may complement work in those areas. As we have indicated, our focus on literacy and particularly written expression, craft, and alternative publication along with our grounding in feminist and queer pedagogy creates a commitment to the written word as active participant in progressive social justice and grassroots organizing movements. Our identification with social justice movements often manifests through a belief in the possibility of creating meaningful social change through the empowerment of traditionally marginalized people. We work against gender, racial, and sexual orientation discrimination through workshop discourse and curricula informed by feminist pedagogy and intentional production and dissemination of writing. We are motivated by the promise of social mobilization through the heightened socio-political awareness that critical literacy might bring. What this means in practice is that workshop facilitators are regularly confronted by our own institutional complicity. Though we attempt to displace, however briefly, the pressures of a confined status, they are everpresent-physically through locked bathrooms, announced "codes" that restrict movement, monitored refrigerators that limit snacks and choice, and psychologically through conduct rules (no talking in halls) and lack of privacy.
Such institutional regulations directly impact literacy and writing efforts through limitations on writing tools (e.g. one pen rule, limits on number of pages one may possess), writing environment (e.g. lack of private or quiet space), and available topics (e.g. warnings against writing about key topics such as gang life, drug use, or anything perceived as a threat against the institution itself). The language of progressive (much less radical) change-activism, social justice, empowerment, human rights-is seldom used or even suggested by the institutional representatives we must work with. That justice might be achieved through language and literacy work is farther-reaching still. Rather, the workshop is valued for its ability to distract, to entertain, to encourage individual emotional release, to alleviate the duties of staff in one area of the building by reducing the number of people under direct surveillance. Such benefit is erased in a moment if a security breach is found or even suspected-as evidenced by the pen incident of late 2011 when pens with on/off "clicking" mechanisms where inadvertently allowed to circulate beyond the workshop room of the jail workshop. Unbeknownst to facilitators, a weekend of upheaval, room searching, housing unit stripping and lockdown occurred-and the program was almost suspended-because several women were discovered writing with pens that were not available through the commissary. The will to social justice is very much a part of program design, of facilitators' motive-and it seems fleeting in light of the power of the (wrong) pen to completely shut down a housing unit and jeopardize a popular program. Further, while facilitators may pursue heightened awareness of social justice-particularly within the justice system-as a goal, it is a reality that such work may not be of interest to teens and adults; they are often physically and psychologically restricted in their movement and so pressed to focus on themselves and individual change so consistently by housing staff, counselors, the judicial system, and other organized institutions (faith-based, support groups), that they have little motive or incentive to think about participating in systemic change. Who could blame them? 3
Reclaiming Radical in the Buffer Zone
In "Social Service or Social Change," Paul Kivel argues that activists can and should "educate and agitate" in support of social change by resisting the role of "buffer zone agent," a role that enables change for few individuals without meaningful systemic critique or change by working in complicit ways with social service organizations; we should, he claims, commit to the "riskier work of engaging in consciousness-raising, organizing, organizational and institutional critique, and mobilization for change" (142). This, Kivel argues, allows for space within social programs for organizing for change and resisting the diversion of all our energies toward outcomes that do little to promote change beyond a few individuals. We recognize the material and ideological reality of this challenge in our own work and draw upon contemporary feminist and queer pedagogies to develop hybrid methods for addressing institutional roadblocks and infusing social justice work into confined spaces. We offer these tactics for interrupting our way into a more radical journey toward social justice from spaces of confinement:
• Cultivate inside allies. We have developed relationships within the institutions to learn which staff/guards/ therapists will act as allies in our queer and feminist critical goals. We know who to approach when we want to bring in content that might subvert institutional expectations or goals, and who will "look the other way" when discussion or shared writing does not follow sanctioned ways of framing self in narrative. This is not to jeopardize the integrity or responsibilities of inside allies; rather it is an opportunity to collaboratively redefine the terms of confinement by making critical literacy central to justice.
• Infuse curriculum with diverse textual mentors. We have begun to call upon diverse writers-Andrea Gibson, Sonia Sanchez, Audre Lorde, Angela Davis, Sarah Jones-to demonstrate how feelings inspired by an incident with a guard or teacher might be transformed into more sophisticated systemic critique. Such mentors create vital space for explicit discussion of social justice to honor, as Megan Sweeney contends, "prisoners' efforts to develop self-knowledge and a sense of agency, while at the same time elucidating how those efforts relate to larger social and structural concerns" (257).
• Consider strategic deployment of feminist and queer pedagogies through curricular planning and facilitator-writer interactions. Though the institutions may expect our feedback to resident writing to deal exclusively with form, we can create strategic responses to traditionally marginalized narratives and experiences. These narrative interruptions "might contribute to a theory of agency for women writers" ( Reynolds 59 ).
• Queer literacy through hybrid writing. As DiGrazia and Boucher suggest, we launched a zine project in Spring 2012 to allow SpeakOut teen writers opportunities to "question . . . what possibilities for representing selves and cultures would emerge" (26). We created a collaborative document written by residents, facilitators, and staff, attempting to queer the boundaries and power dynamics between these groups.
• Contribute to abolitionist efforts through public awareness. In keeping with the centuries old tradition of moving text and ideas beyond prison walls, we support the wide circulation of writing that offers self-representations of experiences with incarceration; such tactical insertion of public writing into the rhetorical space of the justice and power in the United States constitutes an act that will encourage abolitionist debate without provoking the kinds of individual or institutional sanction that acts such as hunger strikes might inspire.
Finally, we see opportunities for adjusting the way we narrate our own subject positions. Rather than situating ourselves as merely complicit buffer zone agents of razor wire, we can self-identify as allies in the abolitionist fight for more equitable systems of justice and representation. The development of an ethic of prison literacy teaching embodied by these and other practices allows literacy-activists to struggle, as bell hooks suggests "together as teachers and students to overcome the estrangement and alienation that have become so much the norm" (51). There is much collective rewriting to do inside U.S. prisons, jails, and treatment centers; doing so requires navigating and subverting the constraints of institutions that resist this collective rewriting. Literacy-activists are in a unique position to align themselves with incarcerated writers towards cultural change inside and beyond razor wire.
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